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Abstract—In this paper, we propose two new techniques to enhance the existing Bluetooth and WLAN coexistence mechanisms. The first one is channel clustering, which is used to classify the channel status more accurately. The second one is called probabilistic channel visiting, which is used to more reasonably allocate the channel resources between WLAN and BT devices. Both techniques are beneficial in improving the performance of the existing coexistence mechanisms. The effectiveness of these techniques is quantified by simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two license-free wireless communication systems, IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) [1] and Bluetooth (BT) wireless personal area networks (WPANs) [2], have been widely deployed in recent years. Because both systems operate in the 2.4 GHz instrumentation, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency band, mutual interference between them may result in severe performance degradations.

Recently, the interference issue has attracted many research and standardization activities and several coexistence mechanisms have been proposed [2]-[6]. For example, the IEEE 802.15.2 standard [2] includes eight coexistence mechanisms in total, which can be classified into two categories: collaborative and non-collaborative. In practice, most WLAN and WPAN devices are independently implemented and installed; therefore, non-collaborative mechanisms are more practical. In the following discussions, we shall concentrate on non-collaborative mechanisms.

The non-collaborative mechanisms ranging from adaptive frequency-hopping (AFH) to packet scheduling all use similar techniques to detect the presence of other devices in the ISM band and to classify the channels. For example, each BT device can maintain a packet error rate (PER) measurement per frequency used. The BT device infers which frequencies are occupied by other users of the ISM band by comparing the measured PERs with a predefined threshold [2][3].

The existing channel classification methods are simple, but they are effective only when a single Bluetooth piconet exists in the area of interest. When there are multiple piconets in the same area, these methods can be invalid. To address this issue, carrier sensing could be an effective option. However, sensing the carrier of a different communication system in a Bluetooth device adversely affects implementation complexity and cost.

Besides channel classification, a related problem is how often to visit the channels after they have been correctly classified. In the existing mechanisms, the so-called “bad” channels are not visited at all. However, “bad” or “good” is a fuzzy concept. When there are multiple WLANs or multiple BT piconets, the number of “good” channels can be very low and the BT devices may not be able to obtain enough radio resources due to their excessive courtesy.

This paper addresses the respective problems discussed above by proposing two new techniques called channel clustering and probabilistic channel visiting. The existing coexistence mechanisms, e.g., AFH and scheduling, can then be enhanced to perform better when multiple WLANs or multiple BT piconets coexist.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the problems with the existing non-collaborative mechanisms and channel classification methods are discussed in more detail. Section III describes the two new techniques proposed in this paper: channel clustering and probabilistic channel visiting. Section IV gives the performance comparison results. Section V concludes this paper.

II. PROBLEMS IN EXISTING COEXISTENCE MECHANISMS

A. Problem with Channel Classification

Channel classification is the first step for all non-collaborative coexistence mechanisms to work.

BT uses 79 or 49 frequency channels, each about 1 MHz wide. The purpose of channel classification is to determine the quality of each channel. The major concern of the quality is interference from other coexisting systems (in this paper, we consider WLANs and BT piconets).

Several channel classification methods are recommended by the IEEE 802.15.2 standard [2] and related literature: PER, received signal strength indication (RSSI), and carrier sensing.

Among the three methods, carrier sensing is the most robust. However, implementing in a cheap BT device the ability to sense the carrier of another system employing a totally different signaling method is a very difficult task. The other two methods (measuring PER and RSSI) are simpler to implement and have been the channel classification methods considered in most papers. However, the existing methods use predefined PER or RSSI thresholds that can be invalid when multiple BT piconets coexist, as in the case described in [7], since a high PER or RSSI can be caused not only by a WLAN, but by other BT devices in adjacent piconets as well.
Consider $N$ collocated and unsynchronized BT piconets independently hopping over $m$ channels. Assume that all packets occupy a single slot and the probability that a packet is transmitted in a slot is $G$. Let $t_d$ be the single slot packet duration and $t_s$ be the duration of each slot. Define $r = 2(1 - t_d/t_s)$. The mean collision probability, $p_{bt}$, for $N$ piconets is given by [8]

$$p_{bt} = 1 - \left(r(1 - G/m) + (1 - r)(1 - G/m)^2\right)^{N-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Figure 1 shows the collision probabilities given by (1) when $G=1$ and $m=79$. When the number of piconets is large, the collision probability can be quite high. On the other hand, the traffic from the WLAN devices is highly variable and the collision probabilities with WLAN devices can be either high or low. Therefore it is inaccurate to label a channel as one experiencing “bad” interference from WLANs, simply according to its PER/RSSI without considering the existence of other piconets.

More detailed analysis of Bluetooth systems can be found in [9]. The simple analysis given above, however, is sufficient to show that a high PER can be caused by multiple BT piconets and using a predefined PER threshold to classify channels can be erroneous. When we use the measured PERs to classify channels, both BT and WLAN traffic loads should be considered and the threshold should be automatically adjusted to adapt to changes of the network environments. However, in the existing literature, a fixed threshold value is used, which is predefined and can only be changed manually after it has been set. Different papers considered different threshold values without a common selection rule; e.g., in [4], the PER threshold is 0.5 while in [3] the BER threshold is 0.001 (equivalent to a PER of about 0.3 if packet size is 366 bits). In [5] and [6], a channel is considered “bad” if a single packet error has occurred.

In addition to the observation that the PER should be dynamically adjusted, we also note that the bandwidth of an IEEE 802.11b channel is 22 MHz and therefore a WLAN transmission may interfere with about 22 BT channels. The existing channel classification methods ignore this available information and therefore are not very efficient. This property tells us that the “bad” channels in general span a range of consecutive frequencies. Also, according to [1], a WLAN channel is centered at one of 11 fixed frequencies (e.g., 2412 MHz, 2437 MHz, 2462 MHz, …). All these features can help us in locating the “bad” channels more accurately.

B. Problem with Channel Visiting

Once the channels have been classified into two classes, “bad” and “good”, in terms of interference from WLANs, the next issue is how often should a BT system visit them.

In the existing coexistence mechanisms, once a channel has been marked as “bad”, it will not be visited at all. For example, in the existing scheduling mechanism [2][5], if one frequency in the current hop frequency pair (master to slave and slave to master) is “bad”, the BT packet(s) will be backlogged until a pair of “good” frequencies appear. In AFH, only the “good” channels are included in the hop set [2][4].

This rigid channel visiting scheme may cause some problems. If the BT traffic load is heavy or the number of BT piconets is large, scheduling may cause the BT packets to experience unacceptable backlogs, and AFH may cause the BT packets to experience lots of collisions with other BT transmissions in other piconets as shown in (1).

In this paper we mainly investigate the scheduling mechanism. The advantages of scheduling over other non-collaborative mechanisms are that: 1) the algorithm can be implemented entirely in the master node; 2) the method does not require changes to the BT physical specification. In the following we derive some analytical results for the scheduling mechanism.

Assume there are multiple unsynchronized BT piconets that are subject to interference from WLANs. These BT piconets follow the same assumptions on packet length and duration as stated in Section II-A. Assume there are $m_g$ “good” channels and $m_b = m - m_g$ “bad” channels. Assume the probability is a constant $p_w$ that a BT packet transmission in a “bad” channel collides with a WLAN packet.

When the scheduling mechanism is not applied, the average probability that a BT packet transmission is unsuccessful is then given by

$$p_u = p_{bt} \frac{m_b}{m} + (p_{bt} + p_w - p_{bt} \times p_w) \frac{m_b}{m}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $p_{bt}$, the probability of a BT packet transmission colliding with other BT packets in a channel, is given by (1). When scheduling [2][4] is applied, the probability that a BT packet transmission is unsuccessful (collided or delayed), $p_u$, becomes

$$p_u = p_{bt} \left(m_g/m\right)^2 + 1 - \left(m_g/m\right)^2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Define the normalized throughput $S$ of a BT piconet as the fraction of packets transmitted successfully, and it is given by

$$S = G(1-p_u).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

\footnote{If the number of “good” channels is less than 15, some “bad” channels are included in the hop set to increase its size to 15 to satisfy FCC part 15 [10].}
The total normalized throughput of the $N$ piconets is given by

$$S_i = NG(1-p_w). \quad (5)$$

Assuming $m = 79$, $G = 1$, $p_w = 0.6$, and $r = 2(1 - 366/625) = 0.8288$, Figure 2 gives the throughput per piconet with and without scheduling.

These numerical results show that using the original scheduling method, avoiding WLAN interference may sacrifice the BT throughput when BT piconets have a high throughput requirement and the WLAN does not occupy its channel 100% of the time. When there are multiple WLANs, or when the BT systems use only 49 channels, the problem can be even worse.

The above analysis uses a simplified BT model. We shall examine more realistic cases by simulations in Section VI.

The problem experienced by the scheduling mechanisms may exist in other non-collaborative mechanisms as well, e.g., AFH. With a reduced hop set in AFH and a number of BT piconets, the collision probabilities between these piconets can become very high and the throughput can be significantly reduced.

The discussions above motivate our proposal of new channel classification and channel visiting techniques.

III. CHANNEL CLUSTERING AND PROBABILISTIC CHANNEL VISITING

A. Channel Clustering and Classification

Consider that each WLAN channel interferes with a cluster of 22 BT channels. When all the BT channels have been visited a sufficiently large number of times by a BT piconet, PERs can be collected and used to classify the channels.

We observe that the channel clustering and classification problem has some similarity to other well-studied topics, e.g., segmentation or edge detection in pattern recognition [11]. In order to detect a "bad" channel cluster, we only need to know the edges of the cluster. Therefore the essential task in channel clustering is to detect the edges of the clusters. It is possible to cluster channels more accurately using more sophisticated signal processing techniques; however, considering that BT devices must be implemented at very low cost and may have low processing capability, in this paper we use the simple procedure described below.

Let $p_{ei}$ be the measured PER of the $i$th channel and $m$ be the number of channels. The average PER over all channels is

$$\theta_i = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{m-1} p_{ei}}{m}. \quad \text{Each channel, } i, \text{ from Channel 0 to } m-1, \text{ is checked. If } \theta_i > \theta_1, \text{ it is possible that channel } i \text{ is the starting edge of a bad channel cluster and the cluster spans from } i \text{ to } i+W-1. \text{ For 802.11b WLANs, } W = 22. \text{ However, due to fluctuations of PERs, it is also possible that Channel } i \text{ is a good channel. So we must obtain more information before making the decision. We let}

$$\theta_{2j} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{K} p_{ej-j} + \sum_{j=0}^{K-1} p_{ei+j+w+j}}{2K}. \quad \theta_{2j} \text{ is the average PER of the channels adjacent to the two edges of the potential "bad" channel cluster starting from Channel } i. \ K \text{ is the width of the potential edge area. If most of the channels from Channel } i \text{ to Channel } i+W-1 \text{ (e.g., more than 80% of the 22 channels) collectively experience PERs higher than } \theta_{2j}, \text{ very likely Channel } i \text{ to } i+W-1 \text{ is a "bad" channel cluster. If Channel } i \text{ to } i+W-1 \text{ is not a "bad" cluster, the probability of misunderstanding it to be a bad cluster is very low. In this case, } \theta_{2j} \text{ is close to the average PER of the channels not being occupied by a WLAN. For each channel not being occupied by a WLAN, the probability that its PER is higher than the average PER is only 1/2. Therefore, for example, among 22 channels, the probability that the PERs of more than 80% \times 22 = 17.6 \text{ channels are higher than the average PER (the 1st channel must be higher) is only } \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{3!}{2!1!} \times \frac{21}{2^{21}} = 0.2\%.

Once the clusters have been detected, we can then utilize other known information of WLAN channels to refine them. According to [1], WLAN channels must be located at some certain frequencies and between two WLAN channels there must be a “guard” band. Therefore in the refinement procedure, the detected cluster edges are compared with these positions and adjusted to the nearest ones accordingly.

B. Probabilistic Channel Visiting

We have shown in Section II-B that when the existing coexistence mechanisms, such as scheduling and AFH, are enabled, the performance of BT systems can be degraded. In order to seek a balance between interference mitigation between different wireless technologies and within the same wireless technology, we introduce a new channel visiting technique - probabilistic channel visiting. A channel marked as "bad" can be visited with a probability ($p_v$). This visiting probability can be dynamically adjusted according to the variation of the BT traffic load and the environmental conditions. The original scheduling coexistence mechanism
can be modified to be a probabilistic scheduling mechanism. If the channel for the current time slot is “good”, the packet is transmitted. If it is a “bad” channel, the probability to transmit the packet is \( p_v \) while the probability to postpone packet transmission is \( 1 - p_v \). When the collision probability with WLAN is less than 1, a higher \( p_v \) can lead to a higher BT throughput in the probabilistic scheduling.

It can be seen that the original scheduling mechanism is a special case of the probabilistic scheduling mechanism, i.e., the visiting probability is always 0. When the visiting probability is always 1, it is equivalent to the case when the coexistence mechanism is disabled.

The \( p_v \) adjustment mechanism can be built upon different quality of service and fairness objectives. Considering the low processing ability of BT devices and the non-collaborative nature, in this paper we propose the simple buffer content based probabilistic channel visiting scheme described below.

The \( p_v \) value is adjusted periodically according to the measured buffer depth, \( \hat{B} \). If \( \hat{B} \) is bigger than a threshold \( \hat{B^*} \), \( p_v \) is increased with a value \( \Delta \). Otherwise, it is reduced by the same amount. In implementation, the adjustment period can be specified by a timer or a counter and \( \hat{B} \) can be sampled and calculated by a moving average.

In this scheme, the top priority for a BT device to consider is to satisfy its own throughput and delay requirements. In reality, this consideration is reasonable because the BT and WLAN devices likely belong to different users. As the coexistence mechanism is implemented in the BT devices only, it is unreasonable to allow such mechanism to unduly degrade BT performance when it is applied. On the other hand, once the BT throughput requirement has been met, \( p_v \) can be minimized so that the interference to the WLAN can be reduced.

C. Other Improvements to the Existing Coexistence Mechanisms

The common procedure of the new non-collaborative coexistence mechanisms based on channel clustering and probabilistic channel visiting is shown in Figure 3. There are two types of channel visiting phases: all channel visiting and selective channel visiting. The all channel visiting phase is used for channel classification and the selective one for interference avoidance.

Different from the existing timer based method [4][5], we use a counter based method to delimit the phases, because timers generally cost more resources to implement, and the timer based method is dependant on incoming BT traffic density.

Three types of counters (C1, C2, and C3) are used to record the numbers of packet transmissions. When the counters are accumulated to their respective upper limits, corresponding actions are taken.

C1: when C1 reaches its limit, an all channel visiting phase starts.
C2: when C2 reaches its limit, a \( p_v \) adjustment is performed.
C3[i]: is used to record the number of packet transmissions for Channel \( i \) (\( 0 \leq i < m \)); when all C3 counters reach their limit, the all channel visiting phase finishes and a channel classification is performed.

We also note that when a channel is extremely bad (say PER > 0.9), the payback for a BT device to use this channel is very limited. In this case we set the visiting probability to 0.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY SIMULATIONS

In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of the new channel classification scheme and the performance improvement of the proposed probabilistic scheduling method.

The simulations were based on OPNET [12]. As there is no BT model in the standard OPNET library, the SuiteTooth BT model from Highland Systems [13] was used. On the basis of OPNET and SuiteTooth, the coexistence mechanisms were implemented and evaluated.

The simulated network topology is explained as follows. Each WLAN AP and its stations are separated by 10m. The WLAN APs are located at (0, 0) and the stations are at (10, 0). The BT piconets are randomly placed in a rectangular area bounded by (0,-2), (0,2), (10,-2) and (10,2). The distance between a BT master and its slave is 0.5m. A WLAN station sends data packets to the AP. The physical layer data rate in WLAN is 11 Mbps. The packet size follows the NIST Internet packet size distribution [13] given in TABLE I. The inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed. The data traffic between BT master and slave is bidirectional. The higher layer BT packets are all 100 bytes with Poisson arrivals. At the BT baseband layer, DH1 packet format is used.

By taking into consideration of both measurement accuracy and control promptness, the values of the control parameters used in the proposed schemes are given heuristically as follows. The upper limits for the counters are respectively: 32000 for C1, 1600 for C2, 20 for C3. The \( \Delta \) value for \( p_v \) adjustment is 0.15. Buffer content threshold \( \hat{B^*} \) is 1000 bytes. The \( K \) value for channel clustering is 5.

Our first objective is to examine the effectiveness of the proposed channel classification method. Define the channel identification ratio (idr) as

\[
\text{idr} = \frac{N \sum \sum \sum b_{i,j,k}}{N \times 2 \times m}.
\]  

(6)
Two WLANs occupying 44 BT channels were simulated. The mean packet inter-arrival time over each WLAN is 0.001 sec. The mean packet inter-arrival time at the BT higher layer is 0.01 sec. For each simulation, a new random seed is used. 10 simulations were run for each scenario.

When there is one piconet, the average idr before refinement is 99.6%. When there are 10 piconets, the idr value before refinement is 98.5%. After refinement it is 99.4%, which is only slightly worse than the one piconet case. These values show that the channel clustering/classification technique is effective even when there are multiple piconets.

Our second objective is to evaluate the performance of probabilistic scheduling. Since the performance benefits of using scheduling under light BT load condition have been intensively studied in [2][4][5], here we mainly examine performance under a heavy BT load condition.

We consider the case where there is only one WLAN. The WLAN mean packet inter-arrival time is 0.002 sec. The BT mean packet inter-arrival time is varied to impose different BT traffic load. In scenario 1, a single piconet was simulated and in scenario 2, 5 piconets were simulated. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the simulation results for the two scenarios, respectively, where “sch” represents the scheduling method in [2][4][5], and “p-sch” represents our proposed probabilistic scheduling method. It can be seen that when the offered load is heavy, the original scheduling method fails to satisfy the BT throughput requirement (given by the offered BT traffic load), while the new scheduling method avoids this drawback. With the new scheduling method, the WLAN throughput is reduced only slightly but the BT throughput is substantially increased.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented two new techniques, channel clustering and probabilistic channel visiting, to improve the existing non-collaborative BT/WLAN coexistence mechanisms. Simulation results show that the new channel classification is effective and the new probabilistic scheduling method can overcome the low BT throughput problem in the existing scheduling mechanism with only a slight degradation to the WLAN throughput.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>1518</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. NIST PACKET SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Figure 4. BT throughput per piconet and WLAN throughput comparison for scenario 1

Figure 5. BT throughput per piconet and WLAN throughput comparison for scenario 2